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Category:Video game magazines Category:Bidavid Games Category:Japanese video game magazines Category:Japanese weekly magazines Category:Magazines established in 2005 Category:Media in Yokohama Category:Professional wrestling
magazines Category:Magazines published in TokyoFor the first time, a Kickstarter campaign by an independent developer is raking in $100,000 a day to make a game. Developer Greg Wohlwend, who has created hit titles including 'Maker', 'Devil
Daggers' and 'The Flame In The Flood' is working on a game called "Teleglitch", which started as an idea for a project he'd just started working on. Wohlwend said the goal of 'Teleglitch' was to "make a game about videogames" which would be about
a "girl with a gun" (videogames). "I started working on the game after I started teaching myself how to program. My wife and I started brainstorming ideas and she introduced me to Chris McQuinn (the designer on 'Devil Daggers') and we decided we
were going to make a game about videogames," he said. "The word 'teleglitch' was just a word that my wife came up with. I just started playing around with it. I thought 'this game has a really great name'. That was the beginning." Wohlwend said the
team realised they had something when they tried a random suggestion on an online test: "The test asked us to try to take a dog that's been run over by a truck and turn it into a champion. And we did it." "We just got all the cool music we wanted from
a guy called Aaron Funk from Atlanta. We like his stuff. We weren't trying to license music. We were just going to use stuff we liked." Wohlwend also added that he loves to make games with a sense of humour, especially with games like 'Devil
Daggers'. "I love 'Devil Daggers' because it's got a really beautiful, simple idea: two animals can't be friends because one eats the other one. "If I tried to make a game like that, there would be a bunch of people who'd say 'that's stupid', but it actually is
really good." "Teleglitch" takes a different approach and Wohlwend said it 2d92ce491b
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